
 

Facebook scrubs 1.5mn Christchurch attack
videos but criticism goes viral
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UPDATED graphic on the Christchurch shooting attack Friday.
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Facebook says it removed a staggering 1.5 million videos showing
harrowing viral footage of the Christchurch mosque rampage but
criticism of social media giants for failing to block images of the "real-
time terror attack" is also spreading fast.

As the alleged gunman callously picked off his victims in Christchurch's
Al Noor mosque, he livestreamed the gruesome scene on Facebook Live,
apparently using a camera mounted on his body, after also tweeting a
racist "manifesto."

Facebook said it "quickly" removed the video, plus the gunman's account
and Instagram, and in the first 24 hours scrubbed 1.5 million videos
worldwide "of which 1.2 million were blocked at upload."

Spokeswoman Mia Garlick from Facebook New Zealand said the firm
was "working around the clock to remove violating content using a
combination of technology and people."

But despite pleas—and official orders from authorities—not to share the
content, the footage proliferated widely online and experts said the
17-minute video was easily retrievable several hours after the attack that
killed 50 people.

According to Facebook's own figures, at least 300,000 videos were not
blocked before being uploaded and there is no official data on how many
times these were viewed or shared.

New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern said authorities did
whatever they could to purge the web of the images but laid the
responsibility at the door of the Silicon Valley giants.
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"Ultimately it has been up to those platforms to facilitate their removal,"
she told reporters.

  
 

  

As the alleged gunman callously picked off his victims in Christchurch's Al Noor
mosque, he livestreamed the gruesome scene on Facebook Live

"I do think that there are further questions to be answered. Obviously
these social media platforms have wide reach. This is a problem that
goes well beyond New Zealand."

"This is an issue that I will look to be discussing with Facebook," she
warned.
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According to the New Zealand Herald, some major firms are
considering pulling ads from Facebook and the anger is evident from an
op-ed in that paper from one of its business writers.

"At the moment, it feels like my kids are at risk of seeing live snuff
films on Facebook, just so (boss) Mark Zuckerberg can get fractionally
richer."

'Enough is enough'

This was not the first time Facebook Live has been used to broadcast
atrocities—a murder was livestreamed in the US city of Cleveland in
2017—and Facebook and Twitter say they have invested in technology
and human resources to combat the problem.

Facebook has hired about 20,000 moderators but critics say they are not
doing enough.

David Ibsen, executive director of US-based Counter Extremism
Project, charged: "The technology to prevent this from happening is
available. Social media firms have made the decision not to invest in
adopting it."
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According to New Zealand reports, some major firms are considering pulling ads
from Mark Zuckerberg's Facebook as a result of the livestreaming incident

And world leaders and authorities are beginning to indicate they may try
to take matters into their own hands.

Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison acknowledged that while
social media companies have indicated willingness to take action,
"clearly the capability to deliver on that willingness hasn't been present.
That is the problem."

"There needs to be the capability to be able to shut this—these horrific
things—down immediately and if you can't do that, then the
responsibility of having those features available is something that really
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generally needs to be questioned," he added.

British Home Secretary Sajid Javid also urged social media giants to do
more. "Take some ownership. Enough is enough."

Courts are also taking almost immediate action, with a Christchurch
18-year-old—whose name was suppressed by the judge—charged with
distributing the video and inciting violence with a post that said "target
acquired".

He faces a maximum of 14 years in prison for each charge.

'New low in clickbait'

Critics have also slammed some mainstream media for broadcasting the
video, with some UK tabloids briefly posting excerpts before apparently
reconsidering.
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Forensic experts collect evidence near one of the attacked mosques in
Christchurch New Zealand's prime minister vowed to toughen the country's gun
laws after revealing Saturday that the man accused of murdering 49 people in
two mosques legally purchased the arsenal of firearms used in the massacre.
Jacinda Ardern said the gunman, 28-year-old Australian Brenton Tarrant,
obtained a "Category A" gun licence in November 2017 and began purchasing
the five weapons used in Friday's attacks in the southern city of Christchurch the
following month.

"For a brief period this morning the Mirror website ran some edited
footage filmed by the gunman in Christchurch. We should not have
carried this. It is not in line with our policy relating to terrorist
propaganda videos," its editor tweeted.
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British journalist Krishnan Guru-Murthy described the posting of the
"murder video" as a "new low in clickbait."

And the Australian Communications and Media Authority has launched
a "formal investigation" into whether any firms broke the law after Sky
News Australia broadcast the footage.

For its part, AFP analysed a copy of the video and confirmed it was
genuine via a digital investigation but did not broadcast the footage to its
clients.

Social media expert and Buzzfeed journalist Craig Silverman said the
killer "created the equivalent of a multiplatform content strategy" that
was "meticulously planned."

"Newsrooms, platforms, and public officials need to think about how to
avoid playing into the hands of people whose deadly actions are designed
to trigger maximum exposure for their message, and set off new cycles
of violence and radicalisation," wrote Silverman.

© 2019 AFP
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